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PROTECTING FACILITIES AGAINST TERRORISM AND SABOTAGE
IS JAMAICA PREPARED TO DEAL WITH THIS POTENTIAL THREAT?

E.D. POWELL
Jamaica Constabulary Force Marine Department
Kingston, Jamaica X A 0103214

Jamaica, a developing Caribbean country, is presently experiencing an economic recession.
This has lead to the government having considerable difficulty in acquiring much needed
financing, even financing that is necessary to protect the county's resources and facilities
from terrorist and sabotage.

Essential national facilities includes our International Airports, Embassies and High
Commission, Hospitals, Utility Plants- Electricity, Water and Telecommunications, Oil-
Refineries, Government ministries, Parliamentary Houses and Educational Facilities. These
facilities are vulnerable to terrorist attacks and sabotages. Terrorist acts and acts of sabotage
can come from internal as well as external sources, they can be commandeered form the air,
land or sea. They can be politically, socio-economically or otherwise motivated.

As a third world developing nation, Jamaica does not have the capability or the resources
necessary to secure all its assets, the government must prioritize on such resource allocation.
With it's high level of debt servicing, dealing with recurrent and capital expenditure and
addressing other Social Issues, some important issues will be placed on the back burner,
dealing with terrorism and sabotage will fall in the category.

One contributing factor, is the fact that, to date the incidents of terrorism and sabotage have
been few to non-existent. This has encouraged the government to become somewhat
complacent, subscribing to the belief that acts of terrorism and sabotage will never happen.
This practice can be detrimental to the country, as one cannot under estimate the threat of
terrorism and sabotage.

With the steady increase in drug related incidents, and, with the deportation agreement the
government has with some first world countries such as the USA. and England, this threat is
very realistic. Drug "Lords"\"Dons" are known to promote terrorism and sabotage as revenge
mechanism against government for unfavorable decision handed down by the courts of the
land.

Our Airports, Oil refinery and some utility facilities are located in close proximity to the sea.
This is very accessible to attack from the sea. Our other essential facilities are not as easily
accessed as they are located inland and may be more difficult to access. All these facilities
have security protection, but none is equip to deal with any level of terrorism. No security
equipment currently been used has the capability to combat, detect and or prevent any terrorist
attacks or acts of sabotage.

The nation needs to expand resources to set up units to focus on this potential threat. This unit
should focus on analysis of threats from:

• Terrorism

• The proliferation of weapons of mass destruction
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• Vulnerabilities attended on increasing economic and societal dependence on
information technologies.

There is a wide variety of novel attack available to the terrorist today, it would advised that
the unit, through constant training and workshops be aware of as many these attack methods
as possible. There should b collaboration between several entities to analyze and plan for the
potential threats. The army and Police forces will have to be complemented by scientists who
have expert knowledge on this subject area. Experts could be drawn from:

i. Information and Communications centers

ii. Banking and Finance entities

iii. Utility entities

iv. Environment Protection agencies

v. Land, Air and Sea transportation agencies

vi. Fire services

vii. Law enforcement agencies

viii. Defense (Army & Police)

ix. Health services

x. Oil and gas refineries

xi. Disaster preparedness program

This group would examine issues such as:

. How to reduce the vulnerabilities of their institutions to terrorist attacks (Threat
/vulnerability management)

• How to respond to terrorist acts? Guideline or rules to follow when faced with
the problem of terrorism. (Crisis management)

• How to deal with the aftermath of terrorist attacks, including providing essential
aids, services and emergency relief for the victims of these terrorist acts.

• (Emergency Management)

Given the level of sophisticated weaponry available to terrorist today, Jamaica needs to
seriously consider the threat of terrorism and sabotage. Our countrymen need to see these
threats as real and develop a real sense of urgency where dealing with terrorism and sabotage
is concerned.

Therefore in concluding I must say that as far as protecting our national facilities and essential
services from the threat of terrorism and sabotage, my country is totally ill-prepared as we
have no plans in place to deal with the very real threat of terrorism and sabotage.
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